The Monte Carlo generator Major 1.5 simulates the production and decay of heavy Majorana neutrinos via lepton mixing or exchange of 'light' righthanded W -bosons in deep inelastic scattering, i.e. e ± p → NX → e ± W ∓ X or ν e ZX. Physics and programming aspects are described in this manual.
Physics of included processes
The standard model of electroweak and strong interactions has been remarkably successful in describing the experimental data. Nevertheless, it cannot be the ultimate theory due to its theoretical shortcomings, e.g. for the understanding of the mass and family structure of quarks and leptons and the many free parameters. Attempts to solve the theoretical problems of the standard model have been made based on various theoretical grounds and several extended theories have been suggested and studied in detail. These theories are normally based on some larger symmetry group which unifies the interactions and is spontaneously broken down to the standard model gauge group. Particular attention has been given to models with an additional U(1) symmetry or with left-right symmetry in the form SU(2) L ⊗ SU(2) R ⊗ U(1) B−L , which can both be subgroups of the unification groups SO(10) and E 6 . The questions of neutrino masses and lepton number violation, which are of general importance (for a review see [1] ), enter explicitly in this context and, in particular, heavy Majorana neutrinos may be present [2] .
The simplest process, in terms of minimal new physics assumptions, to produce heavy Majorana neutrinos in ep collisions is through normal charged current interactions as illustrated in Fig. 1 . The cross-section is suppressed, not only by limited phase space due to the large neutrino mass m N , but also by the required mixing ξ between light and heavy Majorana neutrinos [2, 3] . The light Majorana neutrinos can be identified with the normal neutrinos ν e , ν µ and ν τ , whose small masses is naturally explained through the see-saw mechanism. The mixing in the leptonic part of the charged current interaction is given by a unitary KobayashiMaskawa type matrix V and the matrix ξ. A power series in ξ gives the connection between the weak eigenstates ν L , ν R and the Majorana mass eigenstates ν, N [2] , i.e. The heavy Majorana neutrinos will decay into either ν ℓ Z 0 , ℓ + W − or ℓ − W + where the weak bosons can be taken as being on-shell since we only consider Majorana neutrino masses above the boson masses (m N > m B ) due to mass limits [4] . Using the narrow width approximation for the heavy Majorana neutrino propagator in Fig. 1 , the cross-section for the process e − p → NX where
dσ dx dy dp
For incoming positron the last row in Eq. (2) is replaced by
Another possibility to produce right-handed neutrinos is through the exchange of righthanded W -bosons, W R , see e.g. [5] . If it is assumed that the W R is lighter than the heavy neutrino and that there is no mixing with standard model gauge bosons then the same crosssection formula can be used except that
is replaced by the right handed gauge coupling, g 2 R , and everywhere else m W is replaced by m W R . To simplify the picture one may also assume that the heavy neutrino only decays according to the charged decay modes, N → ℓ ± W ∓ R , thus avoiding any extra assumptions on the Z ′ -mass. Finally, if only two-body decays are considered, then W R only decays into quark-antiquark pairs due to the larger mass of the right-handed neutrino. It is difficult to obtain model-independent limits on m W R and according to [6] the W R can be as light as the ordinary W L if extreme fine-tuning is allowed.
The independent variables are chosen as the normal deep inelastic scaling variables x and y together with the transverse momentum p ℓ⊥ and rapidity y ℓ of the final state lepton ℓ from the Majorana neutrino decay. With four-momenta as in Fig. 1 , s = (P +k) 2 ,ŝ = xs, W 2 = (P +q) 2 and Q 2 = −q 2 . As usual, x = Q 2 /2P · q and y = P · q/P · k, but they are globally constrained
The phase space is given by
The indices N and W denote the Majorana neutrino and the W boson exchanged in the t-channel, whereas B and ℓ denote the weak boson and lepton from the Majorana neutrino decay, respectively. The symbols y ℓ , y N , m, m ⊥ = m 2 + p 2 ⊥ and p ⊥ refer to rapidity, mass, transverse mass and transverse momentum, respectively. All frame dependent quantities are understood to be in the lab frame. Γ N is the total width of the Majorana neutrino and the functions u, c, d and s are the parton density functions in the proton evaluated at a suitable scale µ.
The coefficient functions A, B depend on the decay products of the Majorana neutrino and are for the charged decays given by [2] (11) and for the neutral decay N → ν ℓ Z by [4] 
For incoming positron the coefficient functions C, D are related to A, B in the following way,
The width of the heavy Majorana neutrino is given by
Assuming the Kobayashi-Maskawa type matrix V for the lepton sector to be diagonal, so that |(V ξ) ℓN | = |ξ ν ℓ N |, we obtain the branching ratios shown in Fig. 2 . Although all three are 1/3 at large Majorana neutrino masses, for masses not far above the W and Z masses there is a substantial phase space suppression of the decay into the Z.
For a detailed study on present limits on Majorana neutrino masses and mixings, as well as their phenomenology and suitable search strategies at ep colliders we refer to [4] .
The Monte Carlo implementation
The importance sampling method is used to generate phase space points according to the complete differential cross-section formula given by Eq. (2). In short, the importance sampling method can be described as a variable transformation,
where
. and h are the so called weighting functions. A phase-space point, (x, y, p ℓ⊥ , y ℓ ) is first chosen from the inverse of the integrals, e.g.
where H x,min is short for H x (x min ), etc. and R is a random number, R ∈]0, 1[. The probability for keeping the point is then given by the 'g-function',
× dσ dx dy dp ℓ⊥ dy ℓ
divided by its maximum. The weighting functions h should be chosen to mimic the characteristic behaviour of the differential cross-section. This makes the function g smooth which is important to make the rejection technique efficient. For details on the Monte Carlo methods used, see [7] .
From the phase space point (x, y, p ℓ⊥ , y ℓ ), the four-momenta of the particles (partons) in the Feynman diagram, Fig. 1 , are calculated. The Lund Monte Carlo programs Lepto 6.5 [8] and Jetset 7.4 [9] are then used to produce a complete final state of observable particles. The on-shell W /Z (from the heavy neutrino decay) is decayed with the proper branching ratios into a lepton pair or a′ pair, where the polarisation of the W /Z is not taken into account. (In the case of a right-handed W , it is assumed to decay only hadronically since the right-handed neutrino is assumed to be heavier than the right-handed W .) For W /Z→′ , parton showers are included to account for QCD radiation of additional partons, and this parton system is then hadronised using the Lund string model [10, 9] . Similarly, the quark coming into and leaving the deep inelastic scattering may radiate partons through initial and final state parton showers. Together with the proton remnant spectator, this parton system is hadronised with the Lund model. Thus, the complete 'history' of the event is generated resulting in a complete final state. For a more complete description of the implementation, see [7] .
Description of program components
The program is written in FORTRAN 77 and consists of a set of subroutines that must be activated by the users main steering program, which should call the subroutine MAINIT to initialize the generator and then call the subroutine MAJOR for each new event to be generated. All subroutine and common-block names start with MA to indicate origin and avoid name clashes. The only exception is the real function AMGFUN which starts with AM to follow the FORTRAN name convention.
Subroutines and functions
The following subroutines should be called by the user: Gives minus the g-function if within range and otherwise it gives the square of the distance to the limit. The search for the maximum is done along the singularity of the g-function (only x and y varies freely while p ℓ⊥ and y ℓ are calculated from x and y). Stores the maxima found by MINUIT in the array GMAX. For details, see [7] . Handle errors and write error messages. Give the mass of a parton/particle RLU (F/J) Generate a (pseudo)random number uniformly in 0 < RLU < 1 ULANGL (F/J) Calculate the angle from the x and y coordinates LUCOMP (F/J) Give the compressed parton/particle code PLU (F/J) Provide various real-valued event data
Common blocks
The common-block mainly intended for communication with the program is MAUSER, which sets switches, parameters and cuts. In addition, all kinematic variables for a given event can be found in MAKINE and LUJETS in Jetset 7.4 is used to store the event record. =0: parton density choice and parameters are controlled directly through parameters in Pythia 5.7. =1: Eichten-Hinchliffe-Lane-Quigg set 1 [13] . =2: Eichten-Hinchliffe-Lane-Quigg set 2 [13] . =3: Duke-Owens set 1 [14] . =4: Duke-Owens set 2 [14] . =5: CTEQ2M (best MS fit) [15] . =6: CTEQ2MS (singular at small-x) [15] . =7: CTEQ2MF (flat at small-x) [15] . =8: CTEQ2ML (large Λ)) [15] . =9: CTEQ2L (best leading order fit) [15] . =10: CTEQ2D (best DIS fit) [15] . MAFLAG (2) (D=0) choice of factorisation scale µ 2 used in the structure-functions =0: Q 2 =1: p 2 N ⊥ , the squared transverse momentum of the neutrino =2: the constant given in PARM (4) MAFLAG (3) (D=0) regulates the final-state lepton status in the event record, K(I,1) =0: active final-state lepton, i.e. K(I,1)=1 =1: inactive final-state lepton, i.e. K(I,1)=21 MAFLAG (4) (D=1) regulates the direction of the x-axis (z-axis in proton direction) =0: the x-axis along p N ⊥ =1: event rotated randomly in azimuthal angle between 0 and 2π MAFLAG (5) (D=1) regulates the hadronisation =0: hadronisation off =1: hadronisation on MAFLAG (6) (D=0) regulates the amount of written output. =0: all output except MINUIT-output =5: all output MAFLAG (7) (D=0) regulates the choice of the process number (NPROC) =0: 1, 2 and 3 mixed according to their respective branching ratios =1:
11, 12 and 13 mixed according to their respective branching ratios =11:
(D=2) simulation of QCD effects in the scattered quark and proton remnant system (for 2-5 cf. LST (8) in Lepto [8]) =1: final state radiation from the scattered quark only, using a simplified treatment (LUSHOW is used on the quark and diquark system). Only valence quarks, i.e.u-quarks, are considered in the proton. =2: initial and final state radiation =3: initial state radiation =4: final state radiation =5: QCD switched off but target remnant as 2, 3 and 4 MAFLAG (9) error flag =1: maximum of g-function violated. This is serious if the violation is large and in that case the user has to either set the maxima by hand (see MAFLAG(19)) or change the h-functions to make the g-function smoother MAFLAG (10) (D=1) Error handling =0: no warnings and execution not stopped on error =1: warnings printed but execution not stopped =2: warnings printed and execution stopped MAFLAG (11) (D=2) choice of h x -function (see Section 2 for definition and Table 1 for suitable choices) =-2:
2 ) MAFLAG (12) (D=0) regulates calculation of A x =0: A x is calculated by the program =1: A x is given in PARM (8) MAFLAG (13) (D=1) choice of h y -function (see Section 2 for definition and Table 1 for suitable choices) =-2: h y (y) = 1/y 2 =-1: h y (y) = 1/y =0: h y (y) = const. =1: h y (y) = exp(−A y y) =2: h y (y) = y exp(−A y y 2 ) MAFLAG (14) (D=0) regulates calculation of A y =0: A y is calculated by the program =1: A y is given in PARM(9) MAFLAG (15) (D=2) choice of h p ℓ⊥ -function (see Section 2 for definition and Table 1 for suitable choices) =-2: 
In the case of right handed W exchange it is interpreted as the ratio between the right and left handed gauge couplings, (g R /g L ) 2 which normally is assumed to be 1. PARM(6): (D=0.001) cut used around the singularity of the g-function which divides the g-function into two parts (see ALSCUT in [7] for details). A larger cut will speed up the simulation but at the same time increase the risk of violating the maximum of the g-function and cut away a larger part of the phase-space. PARM (7): (D=1.1) safety factor, multiplies the maxima of the g-function. PARM (8) : A x (see also MAFLAG(12)) PARM(9): A y (see also MAFLAG (14)) PARM(10): A p ℓ⊥ for N → e ± W ∓ (see also MAFLAG(16)) PARM(11): A p ℓ⊥ for N → νZ (see also MAFLAG(17)) PARM (12) : Max of first part of g-function for process nr 1 or 11 (see also MAFLAG(19)) PARM(13): Max of second part of g-function for process nr 1 or 11 (see also MAFLAG(19)) PARM (14) : Max of first part of g-function for process nr 2 or 12 (see also MAFLAG(19)) PARM (15) : Max of second part of g-function for process nr 2 or 12 (see also MAFLAG(19)) PARM (16) : Max of first part of g-function for process nr 3 or 13 (see also MAFLAG(19)) PARM (17) : Max of second part of g-function for process nr 3 or 13 (see also MAFLAG (19) 
W2:
Hadronic CMS-energy squared,
Transverse momentum of heavy p N ⊥ Majorana neutrino in GeV PNL:
Longitudinal momentum of heavy Majorana neutrino in GeV YN:
Rapidity y N of heavy Majorana neutrino EN:
Energy of heavy Majorana neutrino in GeV PLT:
Transverse momentum p ℓ⊥ of final-state lepton from N decay in GeV YL:
Rapidity y ℓ of final-state lepton COMMON /LUJETS/ N,K(4000,5),P(4000,5),V(4000,5) The variables in the common-block LUJETS are described in the Jetset 7.4 manual [9] . The first seven entries in the event record are as follows (in the lab frame with the z-axis in the proton direction): 
Update history
Updates from version 1.1 [16] to 1.3 [17] :
• inclusion of the neutral current decay N → ν ℓ Z
• extension and redefinition of the common-block MAUSER and some internal commonblocks
• inclusion of a subroutine for error handling
• correction of a small error in the differential cross-section from version 1.3 [17] to 1.5:
• inclusion of possibility to have incoming positron (see MAFLAG(7))
• inclusion of possibility to have exchange of right-handed W's which are lighter than the Heavy Neutrino (see MAFLAG(20), PARM(5), PARM(18) and PARM(19))
• update to run with Lepto 6.5, Jetset 7.4 and Pythia 5.7 (see MAFLAG(1))
• inclusion of MINUIT [11] subroutines from Lepto 4 Usage and availability Major 1.5 should be loaded together with Lepto 6.5 [8] , Jetset 7.4 and Pythia 5.7 [9] . The program is a slave system, which the user must call from his own steering program. Information about the program, the source code and a demonstration job can be found via the WWW on the Major homepage http://www3.tsl.uu.se/thep/major/ or from one of the authors via email. It is not recommended to split the program and making a library of it since this can give problems with the use of Lepto routines. Examples of suitable choices of h-functions are given in Table 1 .
